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Halfway through the meal, Zhang Fan was summoned back to the Department. Tuxun
is a deputy high school. There is a reason why he lost to Shi Lei in the competition of
deputy director. He has good money but no responsibility. President Batu doesn't like
him, and he doesn't like the president, so he is also a fool in the Department.

"Xiao Zhang, this patient is from your orthopedic department. Please call the dean and
transfer to another hospital." Tuxun said after seeing Zhang fan that he was bullying
Zhang Fan. He didn't understand the hidden rules of the hospital and was ready to pit
Zhang Fan. If Zhang Fan calls the dean and doesn't say the dean's attitude first, Shi Lei
will be unhappy. Shi Lei's heart and eyes are full of dust. Don't mention a newcomer.

"Spit teacher, we've taken this patient."

"Hold it? Well, it's up to you. " Tuxun opened his mouth and thought of nur's
evaluation of Zhang Fan.

Zhang Fan, they have been in the hospital for two months, and their salary is nineteen
thousand a month. The bonus is paid every two months, a little more than 800 a month.
At noon, Noor called Chen Qifa to his director's office, closed the door and said to
them, "we have done well in the past two months, the amount of surgery is OK, and
we should work together to do the work." The first sentence is for the two, and the last
sentence is obviously for Chen Qifa.

Then he took out two envelopes and handed them to the two people, "this is the
consumables cost of the last two months. One person is 900. The three of us are the
same." Consumables cost is the rebate of various instruments. In the past, trauma
surgery, which was more important in orthopedics, was transferred to another hospital.
Since Zhang Fan entered the Department, the trauma surgery has been covered by him.
Although there is an extra penny, the amount of surgery has increased, and there is a
little more money. Lao Chen is also happy.

Quark county belongs to the northern foot of Tianshan Mountain. After October, the
weather began to cool very much, and the distant peaks began to turn white at the end
of October. Zhang Fan brought single clothes from Su province. The temperature can't
hold on these days. The total income in the past two months was 6300. I spent more
than 1000, leaving more than 5000. For the time being, I won't give money to my
family until my sister is admitted to college.



Quark county is not big. The big cross in the center of the county is slightly prosperous.
All the crosses are the junction of urban and rural areas. Now that we are working and
the weather is cold, we must buy some decent and warm clothes. Zhang Fan spent
more than 1000 on Li Hui's bicycle to buy a set from top to bottom.

A few days after Zhang Fan bought clothes, it snowed heavily. The snow is ten
centimeters thick in one night. Snow in the frontier is equal to blowing the trumpet of
charge. All units must go to work half an hour in advance to sweep the snow.
Although the winter in Jiangsu Province is also cold, there is no such cold method as
quark county. Put on your down jacket and go outside for half an hour. It's freezing.
It's strange that most people here wear leather jackets.

Chen Qifa now has a good relationship with Zhang Fan. He knows that he is obviously
inferior to Zhang Fan, so he deliberately approaches Zhang Fan, and Zhang Fan gives
him face. Now they are in harmony“ Dr. Zhang, it's cold. Down jackets are not good
here. You'd better wear leather jackets. Wear a leather hat. It's not the coldest time yet.
It's only 20 degrees below zero when it's the coldest. "

After work in the evening, Zhang Fan let Guli block the door, "brother, today we
celebrate the winter festival, sister, I invite you to our house." When the first snow
falls, the ethnic minorities in the frontier begin to slaughter cattle and sheep and store
winter food. Slowly, a festival, the winter slaughter Festival, is formed. During the
festival, we should invite relatives and friends to visit our homes.

Guli's waist is no longer painful after Zhang Fan's treatment. Zhang Fan is really
treated as his brother. Most ethnic minorities are forthright and can communicate with
each other after they recognize you. Many people celebrate the winter festival these
days, and many invite Zhang Fan. Seeing the big fish and meat, they look much better
than when they first came. The heavy snow in Quark County continued for four days,
and the outside of the house was white.

At the weekend, Li Hui and Zhang Fan had no place to go. They read books and chat
in the dormitory. Li Hui's girlfriend Wang Sha was on duty. He was also alone. When
Zhang Fan was ready to go to bed after washing, his mobile phone rang. It looked like
the phone of Dean Batu, "Dean,"

"Zhang Fan, where are you? Come to the emergency department of the hospital."
Zhang Fan was interrupted before he finished speaking.

"I'm in the dormitory. I'll come right away."

The snow was heavy and the road was slippery. Batu's nephew accidentally fell off a



bridge more than three meters high after he was drunk. Fortunately, there were many
people together and they rushed to the county hospital. People have been in shock.
Take a film to see the comminuted fracture of femur. After Batu asked the doctor to
correct the shock for the first time, he sat at 120 and rushed to the city. As a result, the
mountain was blocked by heavy snow and turned back.

The second foreign language department happens to be Chen Qifa on duty. Batu
looked at Chen Qifa's dying face and knew he couldn't do it“ What do you do now?
You're an orthopedic doctor. You have to find a way. " Batu shouted to Chen Qifa.

"No, let Dr. Zhang see? He came from a big city and was well-informed. "Chen Qifa
was also a dead friend. He didn't finish his words. Batu turned and called. He also
regretted that he forgot Zhang Fan in a hurry and hurried to the city. This time, he
delayed a lot of time. I hope he didn't delay the treatment.

Zhang Fan ran to the emergency department in three minutes. The corridor was full of
doctors from various departments, and many relatives of patients. After all, they were
the family members of the president, and almost all the doctors who could come came.
But Zhang Fan didn't see Nur's shadow“ The operation must be carried out
immediately. The patient is still bleeding and can't be corrected by Rehydration shock
alone. " Zhang Fan said to Batu after seeing the film and the patient.

"Are you sure?" Batu approached Zhang Fan and asked quietly.

"The operation is difficult, but it can be done." Zhang Fan said firmly.

"What do you need? Now you give the doctor's order orally, and we will cooperate
fully. Now everything is under your command. " Batu was born in the imaging
department. Medicine is a very professional discipline. Professional things are left to
professional people. This is Batu's experience for decades. Zhang Fan's tone also gave
Batu hope.

"Draw blood to test blood type, prepare 1000ml plasma, prepare anesthesia department,
and I, director Shi and teacher Chen will brush hands in the operating room. The
instrument department prepares the steel plate. " Zhang Fan didn't refuse, so he began
to give oral medical orders.

At the beginning of the operation, the comminuted fracture was easy to deal with,
except that a relatively large artery was broken, and the hospital had no operating
microscope, so it had to be ligated. Shi Lei also had the first operation with Zhang Fan.
I heard that it was better to see it with his own eyes. When he saw Zhang Fan's skilled
and professional skills, Shi Lei broke his heart. "How old is he? The operation can do
this as much as possible. Compared with him, I live to a dog."
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